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1 Updated project plan for the second phase of the project

1.1 Motivations for changing the plan

The first phase of the project was divided into two tracks: applying timed automata to the
design of real-time systems and software architecture description and analysis for real-time
systems. Anders interest has tilted towards the latter track where also Anders can use his industrial
experience a lot. In addition, it has turned out that the plan hereinafter presented has gained a big
interest from industry.

1.2 The new plan

Today the trend in computer-based products, such as cars and mobile phones, is shorter and
shorter lifecycles. As a consequence, time spent on development of new products or new versions
of a product must be reduced. One solution to this emerging problem is to reuse code and
architectural solutions within a product family. Besides shortening development time, properly
handled reuse will also improve the reliability since code is executed for longer time and in
different contexts. Product line architectures have been recognized as a possible approach to this
emergent development [1][2]. A product line is a set of software products that share a common
technology platform as well as having common functionality. A software architecture that
constitutes the base on which all products in the line are built, is called a product line architecture

We intend to apply the software product line approach to the development of embedded real-
time systems. More specific, we will investigate the influence on current results when introducing
the temporal domain into the development of software product-line architectures. This approach
will have influence on the development process. Consequently, our work will be put into the
context of a process, starting with requirements analysis and ending up in verification. Even
though the complete development process will be more or less covered, special emphasis will be
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put on requirements analysis and construction flexible and reusable software components for real-
time systems.

• The requirements analysis consists of deciding the scope of a common software architecture,
i.e. deciding what features to include in the architecture and what features to consider product
specific. These decisions are made based on the relations among features regarding
functionality, quality properties and temporal constraints. Moreover, the software components
that are defined and identified as a part of the product-line must be flexible enough to be used
in all products of a family. Thus, we have to develop semantics for a component model  that
facilitates specification and construction of flexible real-time software components.  The
component model should also support specification of complex temporal requirements that
also provide necessary flexibility. For the component description language we intend to use a
syntax that is widely accepted in industry today, e.g. UML.

In short we see the following contributions:

• Product line architectures for real-time systems

• Flexible component model

• Component reuse in safety related systems

This research is highly relevant for the SAVE "Knowledge Profile" proposed for
ARTES++/DEFES.

1.3 Publication plan

Papers on the topics presented below will be delivered from the project:

• Product line architecture for real-time systems including a SOTA

• Flexible component model for small embedded real-time systems.

• Component reuse in safety related systems – fundamental issues

• Software reuse in an industrial application – case study

• A semantics for a real-time profile in UML

• Doctoral thesis (2002-12-31)

1.4 Budget

We are applying for support for one full time graduate student for 1,5 years.

1.5 Industrial involvement

• Tage Tarkpea, Bombardier (former Adtranz) in Västerås.
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1.6 Relation to profile and industry

Our proposed research aims to solve current industrial problems. It will be carried out in close
co-operation with the industrial partner. The research will provide us with insights in concrete
application specific real-time engineering practices and broaden the scientific foundation for
industry.

1.7 Research context

The proposed research will be conducted at Mälardalen Real-Time Research Centre (MRTC) at
the Computer Engineering (CE) department at Mälardalen University in co-operation with our
industrial partner. Currently around 10 senior researchers and 35 graduate students are active in the
area of real-time systems at MRTC. A tradition of industrial collaboration has been developed over
the years and is today a defacto way of working. The CE department has about 400 full time
student equivalents, is responsible for two the undergraduate study programmes in Computer
Science and Computer Engineering, and two MSc programmes in real-time systems and computer
science respectively.

1.8 Supervision

Since the project has changed focus we have decided, in consensus, to change main supervisor
from Professor Wang Yi to Professor Hans Hansson. Christer Norström remains as assistant
supervisor.
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3 Appendix

Support Letter from our industrial partner Bombardier.


